The relaxation processes occurring in slightly and well-entangled polydimetylsiloxane (PDMS) networks are investigated. Swelling experiments are performed in order to determine the sol fractions. The low-frequency linear rheology of the two types of networks reveal two significant relaxation processes, namely the reptation of linear species within the network and the arm withdrawal process of star arms in the sol fraction and of dangling single-chain ends attached to the network. The relaxation spectra are influenced by the stoichiometry to a large extent due to dynamic dilution effects caused by the change in the amount of dangling arms and solubles with stoichiometry. The star arm relaxation is suppressed by washing out the sol fraction which is seen as a clear example of the dynamic dilution effect arising from the small amount of non-reactive PDMS.
Introduction
The dynamics of unattached polymer in crosslinked network has attracted much attention during the past 25 years from the viewpoints of 'transport of polymer through gel' as well as reptation concept [1] . Unattached molecules present in low concentration in a network of crosslinks or trapped entanglements may be expected to have a more restricted environment than when constrained by only untrapped entanglements. This is due to the tight mesh (strangulation) effects. The terminal relaxation of linear species is as a result of this slower transport in a permanent network than in homologous uncrosslinked environments [2] . This result has important implications concerning the postulated mechanism of relaxation by contour diffusion or reptation.
The presence of long-chain branching in polymer systems is known to have a large impact on the rheological properties of the systems. Significant progress has been made in understanding the effect of branching by studying well-defined systems, such as star polymers [3, 4] and H-polymers [5] . Systems of more random nature have been investigated by Kasehagen et al. [6] as well as the development of a combinatorial model of Larson [7] describing randomly branched polymers.
Originally devised for polymer networks the tube concept is particularly successful in explaining the extremely long relaxation times in linear and entangled polymer melts as the result of a one-dimensional, curvelinear diffusion called reptation [8] . The success of describing polymer networks has however been more limited. The tube model of Warner and Edwards [9] applies the replica method to calculate the conformational statistics of long paths through randomly crosslinked phantom networks and obtain a deformation independent tube diameter. Heinrich and Straube [10] and Rubinstein and Panuykov [11] have carried out analogous considerations for their versions of the tube model, i.e. an affinely deforming tube. However, they have a tube diameter which is deformation dependent. Mergell and Everaers [12] proposed a 'double tube' model which combines the two models mentioned above. Thereby the simultaneous presence of the two different confining potentials is taken into account.
Usually networks consist of a small fraction of dangling material, which leads to a characteristic time scale of relaxation in addition to the characteristic relaxation time of the linear material relaxing within the network matrix. The arms relax by arm withdrawal, an activated process leading to an exponential dependence of the relaxation time on the molecular weight of the arm [3, 5, 13, 14] .
Solvent present in the network will enhance the relaxation process of arm material due to dynamic dilution. Even a small amount of solvent will speed up the arm withdrawal process. Experiments show that there is a clear separation of the time scale of solvent relaxation and the time scale of dangling network material, so the definition of solvent will be all material capable of relaxing at a shorter time scale than the arm withdrawal process, i.e. the term solvent with respect to dynamic dilution covers the added solvent and the linear species in the sol fraction. Furthermore the arm ends will act as solvent for the relaxation of the inner arm material but this is taken into account by the inclusion of dynamic dilution in the model.
As discussed by Mark and Erman [15] , the dynamics on length scales of diffusants smaller than the molecular entanglement weight (M e ) or the molecular weight between crosslinks (M c ) is the same in well-entangled melts and gels. However, for networks dominated by crosslinks, i.e. with relatively short spacer lengths between crosslinks compared to the entanglement length, the diffusion depends on the tightness of the network. As an implication of this, the time scale for reptation in a network is not only determined by the molecular weight of the diffusant but it also depends on the molecular weight between the crosslinks [1, 16] . In this work only networks with spacer lengths longer than the entanglement length are investigated so that the tightness of the networks should be of similar magnitude.
The systems investigated here are PDMS networks where the stoichiometries are changed in order to change the crosslink density as well as the amount of solubles within the network. Certain experimental and theoretical difficulties are absent from this simple system. Little change in the effective segmental mobility as the concentration of the diffusant increases is expected since the swelling liquid (the sol fraction) and the host material (the network) are virtually the same.
Theoretical part
It is not the purpose of this article to go into details of the existing theories for networks or systems of (hyper)branched polymers, but a few equations are however needed to understand the scaling of relaxation times with molecular weights of the species. We will look into two relaxation processes, namely (1) the reptation of linear species within the network structure and (2) the arm withdrawal process which is facilitated by dynamic dilution since the linear species will act as solvent for the arm dynamics on time scales larger than the characteristic reptation time. The arm withdrawal process is activated and has an exponential dependence on the molecular weight (or the number of entanglements per chain N=M/M e ) of the dangling material (arm). For arms in a star-polymer melt the potential is described by [4, 5] :
where s is a fractional distance along the chain (s=0 corresponds to the chain ends), c is a constant, and Ф a is the volume fractions of arm material, respectively.
The potential for arm withdrawal within the network has to take into account the unrelaxed elastically active network fraction Ф net :
The longest relaxation time of the dangling material can therefore be written [4] :
where τ 0 is an attempt frequency, and the subscript '0' denotes original amount. The relaxation time of the linear species reptating within the network is given by [17, 18] :
where k is a constant, N x is the number of entanglements between crosslinks and N g is the number of entanglements in the (guest) reptating molecule, which in this case is equal to the number of entanglements in the arm material (N). It is clear from equation 3 that for large spacings between crosslinks compared to that of the reptating species (i.e. N x /N g >> 1), the equation reduces into the traditional scaling law for reptation of linear species within an entangled environment.
Results and discussion
It is necessary first of all to know the amounts of solubles in the network in order to have an idea about the amount of active solvent molecules for the arm-withdrawal process within the system. First the results from experiments determining the amount of sol fractions are presented.
Investigation of the stoichiometry ranges
The 22k network system has been thoroughly investigated in previous work [19] . It was found that the stoichiometry leading to the strongest network was r op t = 1.3-1.4, and networks were formed for stoichiometries in good agreement with statistics. For the 120k network, it is determined from the storage modulus at ω=10 -1 rad·s -1 of the samples that r opt ≈ 1.7. However, the stoichiometries for which networks are formed for the 120k samples do not agree with traditional gelation theories, e.g. a gel is obtained for a stoichiometry of r = 0.355, where the Flory-Stockmayer theory [20, 21] predicts that r > 0.2 yields networks. This observation can be explained by a reduction in the effective functionality of the crosslinker, e.g. a reduction from 8 to 4 in functionality requires the double amount crosslinker. However, it does not fully explain why networks can be formed at stoichiometries of e.g. r=50. This can to some extent be explained by the very small size of the HMS compared to PDMS chains. The HMS chains will be a lot more mobile than the PDMS chains and hence it is very likely that every PDMS molecule will react in both ends with a completely unreacted HMS. This will lead to the formation of 'inert' linears where the effective functionality of the HMS is 1 rather than 8. However, if all PDMS chains are reacted in both ends with HMS, the reaction will result in a mixture of linears, but if the effective functionality f eff → 2 + , a network is most likely formed. With a significant fraction of the HMS being mono-functional this will lead to a fraction of trifunctional HMS (crosslinkers) and difunctional HMS (chain extenders). The spacing lengths between crosslinks will be many precursor lengths, so the network will be very soft and easy to inflate as seen by the foam formation during the crosslinking reaction.
When an excess of HMS is used, the reaction proceeds very fast, so the removal of bubbles becomes difficult. Especially for the very non-stoichiometric mixtures, foamy networks are obtained. This phenomenon is easily explained by the small size of the HMS compared to the PDMS. When PDMS is in excess, the HMS will react relatively fast with the first PDMS site, but then the length of the HMS molecule is now increased due to the reaction with the PDMS. When more than 2 PDMS chains are attached to one HMS molecule, the resulting structure will be a star with a very slow interdiffusion. Hence the reaction proceeds relatively slowly. But when HMS is in excess, the probability of hyperbranched structures is less likely and the interdiffusion happens much faster. For example a network with r = 10 reacts so fast (even when both the PDMS and HMS have been cooled down to -20°C) that domains with networks are produced during the stirring (at ambient temperature), but when r=1, no network domains can be observed even after the stirring and after several minutes in the vacuum oven. For r<1, the reaction takes several hours and proceeds very slowly even at 50°C.
Investigation of the network fractions
In Figures 1 and 2 , the experimentally determined weight fractions of sol as function of the stoichiometry for the 22k and 120k networks can be seen. The experimental results are compared to a stochastic model described in previous work [19] . In order to describe the experimental data, it is assumed that there are 5 and 10% of unreactive PDMS chains in the 22k and 120k system, respectively. This assumption makes the stochastic model capable of predicting the experimental data. 5% may be a large amount of unreactive PDMS, however realistic since the crosslinking reaction cannot go to completion. Several authors have reported a weight fraction of solubles in the order of 2-3% for optimized networks [2, 22, 23] , and if impurities in the PDMS exist, 5% may be reasonable. The amount of sol for the crosslinker deficient 22k networks is described very well by the stochastic model. Measurements for networks with crosslinker in excess were not performed. For the 120k network, steric hindrance may constitute a problem, hence the higher amount of unreactive PDMS chains. As discussed in the previous section, the behaviour of 120k networks at high values of r is unexpected, and it is obvious from Figure 2 that the simple stochastic model can not describe this behaviour. However for values of r < r opt , the model describes the amount of sol very well. The r = 0.75 22k sample shows significant relaxation around 1·10 -3 rad·s -1 . This relaxation process seems to vanish with increasing values of r but can still be observed for the r = 0.8 and r = 1.01 samples. This is due to the decrease in sol fraction with increasing values of r. The sol fraction enhances the relaxation processes of the arm material, and furthermore the arm fraction is decreased with increased r. An increase in the static storage modulus with r is observed and this can easily be explained by the fact that the fraction of elastically active PDMS chains is rapidly increased with r. Another trend in the storage moduli is the decrease of the upturn at high frequency with r. This is due to the decrease in linears in the sol fraction.
The data can also be compared in the form of tan(δ). This is shown in Figure 4 , where (A) depicts the situation for r < r opt and (B) for r > r opt . From this it is clear that dynamically the most interesting phenomena are found for low values of r. However, interesting phenomena could be found on increasing the values of r even further. That would result in for e.g. large fractions of stars relaxing within the network, but the statistics for this regime is quite complicated and there will be a large variety of species present such that a clear separation of the time scales will be rather difficult. And furthermore, as described in the experimental part, the crosslinking reaction with a large excess of crosslinker reacts extremely fast and it is difficult to control.
In Figure 5 the linear viscoelasticity of four 120k network samples with different stoichiometries can be seen. The two first samples are not networks -at least not in the investigated frequency range. The r=0.88 sample shows breakage reversibility. The sample is highly elastic but breakage can be introduced by stretching the sample and letting the sample flow. This is not the case with the r=1.56 sample where the sample remains a network upon stretching and the breakage is clearly irreversible. The sample is extremely soft, in good agreement with a very low crosslink density. For relatively low values of r, it is obvious that the dominating process is the reptation process of the linear sol molecules within the network structure. For higher values of r, the dominating relaxation process is star arm withdrawal. The problem encountered for the 22k networks with a large gap between G' and G'' is avoided for the 120k networks. For the 120k networks, the slow relaxation process results in a significant decrease in G' so that G' and G'' approach the same i.e. G'<G''. Hence the reliability of the data is better than that of the 22k magnitude, and for low stoichiometries at low frequencies the loss is larger than the elasticity, networks where G'>>G'' for most frequencies. ω ω heology of swelled and dried networks re 6. he data for the non-swelled network with the small fraction of unreactive PDMS hains and sol molecules is shifted by a factor of G'(1,ω = 1)/G'(0, ω = 1) in order to Therefore the relaxation peak arising om the star arm withdrawal process is not seen for the swelled and dried network.
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The linear spectra for swelled and non-swelled 22k samples have been compared. In all cases, it was found that the two relaxation processes were diminished when the sol fraction was removed. The result for a network with r=1.5 is shown in Figu T c compare the spectra. From this it could be stated that the material causing the lowfrequency relaxation is washed out. However, a more plausible explanation is that the 5% unreactive PDMS is washed out completely (seen by the reduction in the loss modulus above 10 rad·s -1 ) and hence the relaxation time of the dangling arm material is increased by several decades due to the decrease in dynamic dilution caused by the removal of the fast-relaxing sol fraction. fr 
Conclusions
The investigated PDMS networks comprise significant sol fractions. The sol fractions consist of stars and linear species, and crossbar material is only present in a vanishing amount. The linear species arise from inert PDMS, and these species enhance the relaxation process of dangling and star arm material. The relaxation processes occurring in networks at relatively low frequencies include the arm withdrawal of dangling ends attached to the network and m n of sol molecules ithin the network structure.
ll the silicones applied in this work are obtained from Gelest Inc. The samples M w =1 000 000 (wax)), HMS (2 000), PDMS consisting of 0.1 cm SiP6830.0 catalyst in 50 g of the applied DMS is prepared. The mixture is mixed thoroughly and air bubbles are removed in vacuum to hinder decomposition of the catalyst in air.
Approximately 7 g of PDMS is mixed well with 0.05 g of the catalyst mixture. Approx. 10 mL heptane is added and the mixture is cooled down in a freezer (-30°C) and otio w
Experimental part
A consist of silicones (M w = 60 000 (oil) or (M w = 22 000 or M w = 120 000) and catalyst (SiP6830.0) in different ratios. Theoretically, all the reactants could be added at once at low temperature with stirring, but even at ambient temperature, the reaction proceeds relatively fast and domains of network can be observed if precautions are not taken. The methods described ensure a very limited degree of crosslinking reaction during the mixing of the reactants. The preparation procedure of the 120k network, however, needs some few modifications due to the very high viscosity of the PDMS compared to that of the 22k PDMS.
The preparation of the 22k networks is described in previous work [19] . 3 A catalyst mixture P stirred with regular intervals. The required HMS (m HMS =m DMS + mcat ·M HMS /M DMS ·2r/f) is added together with approx. 1 mL of heptane to the cold PDMS mixture. The mixture is stirred and put in a cold vacuum oven at ambient temperature. It is rested for several hours with frequent mixing. The heptane is necessary in order to hinder reaction before complete mixing. The heptane is however evaporated off very fast in the vacuum oven. The amount of solvent seems to be critical when networks are close to being stoichiometric. If 1:1 solvent is used, the air bubbles still get trapped, but if 2:1 solvent is used, the air bubbles can easily be removed.
Preparation of 120k networks

Swelling of networks
Duplicates of small circular samples with a diameter of 10 mm are cut out of the samples and linear measurements are performed on the samples. Another series of duplicates of circular samples with a diameter of 15 mm is cut out of the samples and first swelled in heptane for heology of samples y is performed by use of a controlled-strain rheometer (AR2000, TA room temperature by traditional time-temperature uperposition. The linear spectra are measured before and after the swelling-drying iven are for networks at 25°C.
s University for four months during her Ph.D. is swelled in heptane. The networks that are swelled are several days. The heptane is changed every second day. The networks are then dried in vacuum until no further mass decrease is observed.
R
Linear rheolog
Instr.). The applied geometry is 10 mm parallel plates. The linear spectra are measured at room temperature at frequencies in the range 0.01 to 100 rad·s -1 with strains ranging from 4-12%. It is ensured that the applied strains are within the linear regime by performing strain sweeps. The samples consisting large amounts of solvent are furthermore measured at lower temperatures if the static shear modulus is blurred due the relatively faster relaxation of dangling arms. The resulting spectra are then converted to s process. All results g
The samples are furthermore tested to be completely reacted by heating the samples in the rheometer to 250°C and the linear spectra are compared with intervals of approximately 2 hours. The temperature of 250°C is chosen because thermal degradation of the samples is occurring at 300-350°C, and at 250°C the samples are sufficiently soft to enhance the diffusion processes of possible unreacted material.
